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these bearing portions 8 are received on narrow 
footings 9 about the edges of the charactered 
top wall 1. The charactering of the top and 
bottom walls thus provides an interfitting of the 
parts which resists displacement of the bearing 
portions on the footings. 
The caps B are disposed across the ends of 

the casing A. These caps are formed, as by 
stamping, of imperforate sheet metal and have 
narrow peripheral nanges ||I which overlie the 
endedges of the casing walls to which they are 
secured by soldering or Welding. 
In front wall || of the casing are‘rectangular 

openings which receive bins C. Each of the bins 
is formed of sheet metal of about 18 to about" 
22 gauge and is of generally rectangular form in 
plan to occupy a maximum amount of the avail- . 
able space within the casing A. 
'The major parts of the bin are conveniently 

formed of a single sheet of metal, the central 
vportion of the metal constituting bottom wall I4 
and side and rear walls I5 and I6 being formed 
of outlying portions of the sheet bent upwardly 
along the side and rear edges of the bottom I4. 
The-edges> of the sheet metal meeting along the 
corners of the bin walls are joined by soldering 
or welding. - y 

„ Front wall |1 of each bin is formed of' a sep 
arate piece of sheet metal having a rectangular 
shape corresponding to but slightly larger than 
one of the rectangular openings in the front "wall 
|| of the lcasing._ The front portion of the bot' 
tom bin wall I4 includes an upwardly directed 
inwardly curved or concave portion I8 which 
terminates in an upwardlydirected ñange I9 
soldered or welded to the rear of the front wall 
|-1. , The side walls I5 of the bin have inwardly 
directed flanges 20 (Fig. 3) along their front 
edges which are soldered or welded to the rear 
of the front wall |1. The front wall I1 extends 
laterally beyond the side walls I5 of the bin and 
also depends below the flange I9 on the concave 
portion I8 of the bottom wall I4. It does not, 
however, extend below the plane of the bottom 
Wall I4 of the bin. Thus the peripheral margins 
of the‘front wall I1 ofeach bin are made` to over 
lie the edges of the front wall surrounding the 
corresponding rectangular opening therein. The 
edgesV of the front bin receiving openings are 
offset inwardly as indicated at 2| and a sealing 
_gasket 22 of >resilient deformable material such 
`a`s sponge rubber is cemented against the offset 
margins and against the shoulder thereof. The 
marginal edges of the front bin wall I1 make seal# 
ing contact with ¿the _rubber gasket around the 
entire periphery >of> the front opening. ' 
"A recess or 'concat/_ity is provided across the 
front of the bin behind the lower edge of the 
front wall I1. This recess is defined bythe con 
cave portion I8 ̀ of the bin bottom and accom-V 
modates means ,for pivotally supporting the bin 
inside thecasing. "Elongated pivot bar or mem 
ber 24. is disposed inthe recess in parallel rela 
tion to the line of intersection of the planesof 
th'e.front»wa1lV |1-` and the bottom I4 of the bin 
and'is located wholly within the4 angle of the 

c front and bottom walls. 
`The pivot bar is secured to the bin so as to 

support the latter by means of bracket element 
25.` These brackets are apertured to receive the 
pivot bar 24 which is secured in place by a press 
fit or by being soldered or welded. Flanges 26 on 
the brackets 2‘5conform to the shape of the con 
cave wall portion IB-andare secured >thereto in 
spacedapart relation by welding or soldering. 
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The ends of the pivot bar 24 extend beyond the 

bracket elements 25 and are received in cradles 
21 disposed in the angle between the front wall 
|| and the bottom 4. The cradles may be of 
cast metal or made by a, stamping operation out 
of sheet metal‘and comprise ~an upright body 
portion having bottom and front flanges 28 and 
29 which are disposed flatwise against and 
soldered or welded to the bottom 4 and the front 
wall || of the casing. Each of the cradles is 
formed with a tapered or V-shaped notch open 
ing through the~ top edge of the upright body 
portion and arranged to receive and support one 
of thel ends of the pivot pair 24. An angularly 
disposed reinforcing flange 30 is formed along the 

. rear edge of the notch to reduce wear and to 
stiften the cradle. 
The cradles 21 and the pivot bar 24, together 

with the bracket elements 25, comprise a pivotal 
~ supportlfor the bin which is located wholly in 
v'the recess along thebottom front corner of the 
bin and provides a pivot axis coinciding with the 
longitudinal ’axis of >ïthe bar 24 located in the 
angle between the front wall and the bottom of 
the bin.v The pivot support assembly permits the 
bin to be swung from closed position, illustrated 
'by the solid lines of Fig. 2, Vto an open or dis" 
lpensing position, illustrated by the broken lines 
of that ligure. The relative positions of the parts 
when the bin is in dispensing position is also 
illustrated in solid lines in Fig. 5, the brokeny lines 
of the latter ñgure 'showing the closed position 
of the bin. As the bin is swung to open position 
on its pivot axis, the upper edgesv of the bracket 
elements 25 engage the front wall || along the 
bottom of the casing opening, thus llimiting the 
forward 'movement ofthe bin. '  v ' 

The top of the bin curves upwardly and for 
wardly from the upper edge of the rear wall I6. 
the center of curvature being along the pivot axis 
of the bin which coincides with the axis of the 
pivot bar 24. -The top includes a curved panel 
portion v3| which maybe an integral extension 
of the rear wall I6 and which extends across the 
entire width of the bin, being marginally'se 
cured as by welding or soldering to the curved 
upper edges of the side walls I5. The panel por# 
tion 3| covers the rear half of the bin’and thè 
front half is covered by an arcuate Aclosure panel 
32 conforming to the curvature of the rear panel 
3| and riding on guides 33. The guides 33 are . 
each metal strips of angle section bent to conform 
to the curvature of the rear'top panel portion 3|". 
These guides each have one flange secured by 
welding or soldering tothe inside of one ofthe 
side walls I5 and the other ilange thereof is dis 
posed in> spaced confronting relation to the inside 
of the top rear panel 3l so as to receive the 
closure panel 32 therebetween when the latter is 
moved to open position, shown by the broken 
linesof Fig. 2. The guides 33> extend forwardly 
-in a continuous curve to adjacent the front Wall 

- I1 and the side edgesrof the closure 32 are sup-î 

70 

ported thereon when ‘drawn forwardly to closed 
"position shown by the. full lines of Fig'. 2. 3 

Along the under side of the front marginal 
edge of the curved vclosure 32 'is a sealing strip 
35 of resilient deformable material such as rubi 
ber held in place by a metal strip 36 soldered 
or welded to the underside of the closure and 
having an offset portion'whi’ch clamps the rub 
ber sealing strip in place. ` 
A rubber sealing strip 31 is disposed along the 

upper marginal edge of the rear panel portion 
3| and extends beyond such edge for sliding enï 
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dispensing position, Aillustrated by the broken and luustramon .Wlthout mtendmg to klimt t.he 
lines of Fig. 2, a iatoh 4a of spring :notai engages of' the clams to the speclñc detalls d‘s' 

vthe front wall Il of the casing at the tìop of thâ Whàt We claim is. 
front opening. The latch is secured a one en t . ‘ ‘_ . . 

to the central portionof the strip 38 and extends 35 t. 1' A Gaiuster assembly compnsmg .in Combina' 
rearwardly therefrom. The other end of the lonacajsmg formed Wltha'bn? recelvmg chamber 
‘latch is bent to u_shape with the opening di_ and having an apertured upright sheet material 
rected upwardly. One leg 44 of the latch en- Wan but .Otherwise supstantlany. completely 
gages behind the iront wail il at the top of the Sealed’ a bm reœwabl? m .the casmg Chamber 
casing opening to `limit the forward pivoting or 40 through th? aperture m sald Wan’ the upright 
tilting movement of the bin, other ieg 45 of the Wan lncludmg mwardly Offset bm .Sioiî Pofilïms 
latch engages the outside of the front wall Il along the ‘îdges of the aperturç' Saïd bm ha'vmg 
(or the gasket 22 overlying the same) to retain a' top opemnfg and sheet ma'tfìrlal ‘from and b_ot‘ 
the bin in dispensing position When it is de_ tom walls disposed substantially in intersecting 

planes, the front wall being larger than the casing sired to return the bin to closed position, pres- 45 _ . , 
Sure is applied manually to the latch 43 so as aperture and marginally overlapping the bin stop 
to depress the leg 45 below the edge of the front pomons 0f the upï‘lght Weil, deformable Strip 
waii Il and aiiow the' bin to be pivoted into the Ineens interposed between the margins of the 
casing. „ bin'front wall and the bin stop portions of the 
A handle or pull 46 secured to the front wall 60 “_prlght .Wan 1_n sealmg relation about Substan 

|| of the bm adjacent to the top thereof pro_ tially the entire extent of the aperture, pivot 
vides a hand noid for tilting the bin forward means Supportmg the bin for Swinging move 
and for lifting the bin out of the casing When ment about a substantially horizontal axis located 
they is to be Withdrawn from the casing, als, in the angle between the front and bottom Walls 
for example, if itis desired to use the contents 55 Wheïfeby the Weight 0f the bin and its CenteniìS 
in another part of the room or to replenish the provides a turning moment about said axis gravi 
Samel the bin is mst tilted forward to the dis- tationally normally to hold the bin front wall 
pensing position and pressure is applied to the Yieldiiigly and Sealingly against the upright Casing 
latch 43 to depress the same and release the leg Wall ¿and the interposed deformable Strip meenS 
44 >thereof from behind the casing Wan The 60 to maintain the aperture sealed, a closure for the 
bin is than lifted upwardly and forwardly, with- bin opening, said bin closure being Slidnbly and 
drawing the pivot bar 24 from the cradles 21 WhOllY SUPPOl‘iîed on the bin and moveable with 
and freeing the bin so that it can be removed the latter to remain in sealing relation to the bin 
bodily from the casing through the front open- top Opening as the bin iS swung between a re 
mg thereoí 65 tracted position within the casing chamber and 
When the bin is withdrawn from the casing an extended position projecting through the cas 

the curved closure 32 of the bin maintains the ing opening, said bin closure boing relatively 
primary Seal and prevents the entrancerofmois- moveable on the bin between open and closed 
ture, insects, and dust. Accordingly, the bin can positions to provide a seal supplemental to the 
be Withdrawn from the casing for long periods 70 casing aperture seal for the protection of the 
of time without danger of objectionable con- bin contents when the bin front wall engages the 
tamination of the bin contents. deformable strip means and the bin closure is in 
To replace the bin in the casing the bin is the fully closed position on the bin. 

inserted bottom foremost through the rectangu- 2. A canister assembly comprising in combina 
la-r opening in the front of the casing and the 75 tion a casing formed with a bin receiving cham 
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Vber and having an apertured upright sheet mate 
rial wall -but otherwise substantially completely 
sealed, a bin receivable in the casing chamber 
through the aperture in said wall, the upright wall 
including inwardly offset bin stop portions along 
the edges of the aperture, said bin having a top 
opening and sheet material front and bottom 
walls disposed substantially in intersecting planes, 
the front wall being larger than the casing aper 
ture and marginally overlapping the bin- stop 
portions of the> upright wall, deformable strip 
means interposed between the margins of the bin 
front wall and the bin stop portions of the up 
right wall in sealing relation about substantially 
the entire extent of the aperture, pivot means 
»supporting the bin for swinging movement about 
a. substantially horizontal axis, a closure for the 
bin opening, said bin closure being slidably and 
wholly supported on the bin and moveable with 
_the,'latter to remain in sealing relation to the 
bin top opening as the bin is swung between a 
retracted position within the casing chamber and 
anextended position projecting through the cas# 
ing opening, said bin closure being relatively 
moveable on the bin between open and closed“ 
_positions to provide a seal supplemental to the 
casingvaperture seal for the protection of the 
bin Acontents when the bin front Wall engages the 
deformable strip means and the bin closure is in 
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8 
the fully closed position on the bin, and said pivot 
means comprising ,separable parts- permitting 
facile removal from and replacement in the casing 
chamber of the bin and its contents while the 
bin closure remains closed for convenient removal 
of the bin, unsealing of the bin, use of the bin 
>contents and resealing of the bin removed and 
remote from the casing. Y , 

' ELIZABETH’BYINGTON MANNING. 
ANTHONY _VON HAASE. 
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